Newsletter 14 September 2018
We are so happy that everyone had a wonderful summer holiday, but even happier now we are back
together again and can start a new school year fresh! An exciting school year, because this year it is the first
time we have school-leavers. It promises to be a hectic year, that much we are certain about. There are a
number of new important notices for the coming school year that we would like to share with you, also in
this way:
-

-

-

In the morning, the children's phones are handed in when they arrive to the supervisor who
supervises the development group that day. These are then stored in a safe and given back to the
children at 14:15h.
Last year we noticed that noodles were very popular as lunch, this caused traffic jams in our small
kitchen, even so that not everyone could have a turn (not conducive to the atmosphere either). If
your child brings noodles to school, please ensure they also bring a flask with hot water, a bowl
with cutlery with it. Our kitchen is from this year noodles free.
We would like to ask everyone to discuss and organize play dates with the children in advance.
During school hours, phones (including school phones) cannot be used for this purpose.
Last year the lost and found bin was overflowing. We would like to encourage parents and kids to
pay attention to take their belongings like coats, vests, cups, bottles, etc. back home. Of course it
can happen that something gets lost, but hopefully this year it
will happen less often.
Please note! Children who bring a birthday treat to school:
only treats without sugar. We enjoyed some ice-lollies lately,
but we would like to ask you not to bring them anymore as a
treat. Let's keep treats healthy! Difficult to think of
something? Then don't be afraid to ask one of us for
inspiration! We would love to help.

In terms of subjects we also started well, the children remember well how everything works around the
different learning squares and working on the basis of goals. This year something has changed, we have
more instructions! The instructions are shorter, 20 minutes, but planned more effectively. We have also
planned time for extra repetition and broaden the subjects during the instruction time. In the coming period
we will be reading time on the calculation square: analogue, digital and the annual calendar. On the
language square the diminutive words are the central theme, the ´s words and the words that end in teit/heid and -tie.

Discovery square: new theme!
On the discovery square we started this week with a new theme, with a lot of enthusiasm! The new theme
is .......... the human body! The children already indicated that they wanted to discover and learn a lot about
the theme. They even had a suspicion about the accompanying and upcoming excursion, and in this
newsletter we can secretly confirm these suspicions. We are going to Corpus in Leiden on October 10th, for
a journey through our bodies! If you are interested in joining us as an accompanist? Save the date in the
agenda.

The central goals to this theme are:
-

Orientation on the world and yourself (main
goal);
3.15 to have knowledge of the structure of the
human body;
3.16 to have knowledge of the vital functions of
the internal and external parts of the human
body;
3.17 to have knowledge of differences and
similarities between people and other beings;
3.18 to know how physical activity influences the
human heartbeat.

Village square
On the village square we are also completely ready for
the new school year. We have welcomed a number of
new children and a new teacher. Therefore the rules
will be attention during the first few weeks. The
children who have been there for a while are a great
help with this. We also have a number of new things
they have to get used to, but also there everyone
reminds each other.
Besides the rules, we have also changed the layout. In the auditorium we now have the 'cross'.
The 4 corners have different building materials. This way we try to create more calmness on the
busy days. More places to work with a small group. We are also working hard to come up with
new fresh activities to do with the children. Something completely new, new materials and new
sports games.

Spring village
On Tuesday we started with the IPC-theme This is how we Play. The children did a circuit during the
opening. Alternately they could get acquainted with the game Living Memory, with Pipi Longstocking who
has her own rules, and relax with an educational film about playing. Some of the children brought in
pictures of their favourite toys, but many still to come. If a photo print is a problem, photos can also be
emailed to the mentors to have them printed at school.
Last week we also started again with the kids entering the school independently. It's nice to see that all of
you are cooperating with this. Keep up the good work!

We would also like to thank you in this post for the nice plants we have already received. There is still space
for quite a few more, so if you come across another nice plant please keep us in mind: it makes us very
happy!
Thanks also to the many parents who attended the participation evening! We hope that we did not take
you too far out of your comfort zone and that you will dare to come next time. For us these evenings are
perfect occasions where we can tell something more about the school. This prevents a lot of questions
during the rest of the year. Click Here to view the presentation.

Announcements from the MT
Flex holidays
Also this year, some of the school holidays are not fixed but parents can choose a selected
alternative week. In order to make our planning and occupation as accurate as possible, we would
like to ask everybody to fill in the holiday form, and confirm the holidays. A separate form needs
to be filled in for each child. If you have two children, you should fill in the digital form twice,
even if the children are in the same village. You can indicate per week whether the children are on
holiday or in education. After filling in the form you will automatically receive a confirmation in
your mailbox. We can sent if your forms until Wednesday 19 September at the latest. If you wish
to make use of the facilities of the child-care during the holiday weeks, you can send an e-mail to

opvang.amstelveen@schoolofunderstanding.nl
Lice check
Last week the lice checks took place again. We do our utmost to prevent the risk of infection, thanks to all
the help parents who come in the morning to assist! Below an interesting link with extra information.
https://npofocus.nl/artikel/7856/hoe-komen-we-aan-hoofdluis

Participation evening
How nice to start the school year together! We have discussed and shared a lot. Below you will find the link
to the presentations of the villages.
Village square
Spring village
Summer village

SOUL Support Update
With success: we started the new school year and a lot of people have done some jobs already or offered to
structurally assist with amongst others English / workshops / etc. Very nice!
What's new: With the lottery at the summer party, over 400 euros has been raised for SoulSupport. The
money will be used to purchase beautiful plants for all villages.
Help wanted: with making the SoulSupport drink a great success by just attending
----------> SAVE THE DATE: Thursday evening 4 October Parents

Drinks at Pandora

<-----------

Looking for: a lice-check coordinator
The SOUL Support group is an initiative from parents of the School of Understanding to support the school
on an organisational level. Every two weeks we provide an update of the developments via the newsletter
and our https://www.facebook.com/groups/SOULSupportAmstelveen/
Suggestions or participate? Mail us soul.support@schoolofunderstanding.nl

Wanted
Plants
To start the school year fresh and colorful, we are looking for lots of cheerful, cozy, small and
large plants. We would like to make the school a little greener so any plant is welcome. If you
may have a plant or a pot left over, you can give them to your child's mentor.

Copy assistance
The preparations are in full swing and everyone is doing their best to get things ready. Although we have
been given extra preparation time, the cutting, pasting, laminating and copying work is not yet complete.
We are still looking for parents who might have an hour left to come and help us. On Monday- and Tuesday
afternoon between 15:00-17:00 all help is welcome. If at any other time you have an hour to spare, we
would appreciate your assistance anytime.

Agenda
Open door morning Management Team
For questions about school policies, practical matters or future plans, please do visit and talk to us.
Tuesday 18 September from 8:00 am Christa, Milou and Jet are available. Judith has her
consultation hours on Monday, Tuesday and Thursday mornings.

Agenda September/October
18 September: Open door morning MT
26 September: Start sale ‘Child welfare stamps’ (Kinderpostzegels)
1 October: Study day SoU education closed
2 October: Study day SoU education closed, SoU day care open
3 October: start of children's book week
4 October: Soul Support Group Drinks
10 October: Autumn village to Corpus in Leiden

